People Who Help Us Year C Year 1/2 – Spring term

Learning Links

Interesting Books

Take Home task – Make a model of
an emergency vehicle with 4
wheels

Knowledge
To know and name 3 jobs a police officer does
To know at least 2 ways to prevent fires
To know what to do if you discover a fire
To know that 999 should only ever be called in an
emergency

Vocabulary
Police officer

A person who is a member of the police force

Suspect
crime
fingerprint

Someone who is thought to be guilty of a crime

Hydrant
Rescue
hygiene

Something someone does that is against the law

A piece of equipment used by doctors and nurses to
make sounds on the inside of the body, like a
heartbeat, sound louder
To be free from illness

Lamp
Time line
Hospital

Assessment

An order written by a doctor for medicine
A place to go and visit the doctor by appointment

A single pump of the heart
To make healthy again
A nurse who treated soldiers in the Crimean War
A place in Eastern Europe which looks like an island but
is joined to Ukraine. Crimeans speak Russian.
Fighting between countries
A man or woman who is in the Army
Something that gives off light
Things that happened and dates put into order in a line
usually from left to right
A place where sick or injured people go for treatment

To name 3 things a teacher does to help her class
To understand that medicine is a drug and should be
administered by an adult

Skills

To keep clean and healthy to prevent germs

Stethoscope

War
soldier

Ongoing marking – WOW and NOW – school policy
Tapestry - EYFS

To free or save someone or something

An ingredient in toothpaste

Heartbeat
heal
Florence
Nightingale
Crimea

End of topic review/evaluation – child led

A mark made by the tip of a finger on an object that
has been touched
A pipe that water can be taken from to put out fires

flouride
Prescription
Surgery

Healthy

To know how to keep your mouth and teeth healthy













Use the internet safely and use a basic search engine
such as Google
Copy, paste and save digital information
Interpreting science investigation results
Recording in words, pictures, charts, graphs, tables.
Ask relevant questions
Answer questions after making observations and
recording findings in books
Make observations and talk about what you
understand
To draw recognisable pictures using different
materials such as pencils and chalk
To use the space on a piece of paper and cover at least
half the paper with a design
Practice dialling emergency services using toy
telephones
Compare and contrast the life of a nurse in the past
and a nurse in the present day through reading stories
and researching facts

To know who Florence Nightingale was and why she was
famous
To name 2 differences between Florence Nightingale and
a present day nurse
To know the vocabulary ‘now’ and ‘then’ and give an
example of each
To know and name some events from Florence
Nightingales life in order
To know how to use computers to search for and use
digital content in a Florence Nightingale information
booklet
To know how to design, make and evaluate a face made
from a variety of fruits

